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ent selectivity in a bisphosphine
iron spin crossover C–H insertion/p-coordination
reaction†

Michael T. Davenport, Justin K. Kirkland and Daniel H. Ess *

Reaction pathway selectivity is generally controlled by competitive transition states. Organometallic reactions

are complicated by the possibility that electronic spin state changes rather than transition states can control

the relative rates of pathways, which can be modeled as minimum energy crossing points (MECPs). Here we

show that in the reaction between bisphosphine Fe and ethylene involving spin state crossover (singlet and

triplet spin states) that neither transition states nor MECPs model pathway selectivity consistent with

experiment. Instead, single spin state and mixed spin state quasiclassical trajectories demonstrate

nonstatistical intermediates and that C–H insertion versus p-coordination pathway selectivity is determined

by the dynamic motion during reactive collisions. This example of dynamic-dependent product outcome

provides a new selectivity model for organometallic reactions with spin crossover.
Introduction

Reaction pathway selectivity is generally evaluated using density
functional theory (DFT) calculated potential energy surfaces
combined with transition-state theory or related statistical
theories.1–3 For many organometallic systems, an additional
complication to evaluating pathway selectivity arises for reactions
with spin state crossover (e.g. singlet spin state to triplet spin
state).4,5 In these pathways, in addition to calculating transition
states and intermediates it is common to locate so-called
minimum energy crossing point (MECP) structures where two
spin states have identical structures and energies.6 While not
a stationary point, a MECP represents a portion of the potential
energy surface where there is high probability of spin crossover
and, like a transition state, MECPs have the potential to be
a reaction pathway bottleneck and control selectivity.

An example of a reaction where spin crossover potentially
impacts pathway selectivity was reported by Field where singlet
spin (DEPE)2Fe(CH3)(H) (DEPE = 1,2-bis(diethylphosphino)
ethane) undergoes reductive elimination of methane to
generate the triplet spin (DEPE)2Fe intermediate followed by
reaction with ethylene to give a kinetic 95 : 5 ratio of the singlet
vinyl C–H insertion (DEPE)2Fe(H)(C2H3) complex I and the
singlet p-coordination (DEPE)2Fe(h

2-C2H4) complex II
(Fig. 1a).7,8 This reaction is a unique example where the p-
coordination structure II is thermodynamically more stable and
does not convert to the Fe-vinyl hydride I.9 We initially assumed
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that the location of singlet and triplet spin transition-state
structures and MECPs would provide a qualitative (and quan-
titative) model for (DEPE)2Fe–ethylene vinyl C–H insertion
versus p-coordination selectivity.10 In this type of statistical-
based selectivity model, like transition-state theory, the
(DEPE)2Fe intermediate would have separate transition states or
MECPs that each provide a competitive kinetic bottleneck for
forming I and II where the energy difference between these
bottlenecks would translate to the product ratio. This type of
general selectivity model with MECPs is outlined in Fig. 1b.
Surprisingly, however, using transition states and MECPs for
the statistical evaluation of reaction pathway selectivity gives
selectivity opposite to experiment. This prompted us to perform
single spin state and mixed spin state quasiclassical direct
dynamics trajectories for reactive collisions between the
bisphosphine Fe complex and ethylene, which provides
a nonstatistical evaluation of reaction selectivity.11,12 The DFT
direct dynamics trajectories revealed that dynamic motion
during the collision between the reactive bisphosphine Fe
complex and ethylene controls C–H insertion versus p-coordi-
nation selectivity. Fig. 1c outlines this dynamic motion model
with qualitative trajectories leading I and II and overlaid singlet
and triplet energy surfaces. The discovery of nonstatistical
dynamic selectivity12–16 provides a new framework for modeling
product outcomes in organometallic spin crossover reactions.
Results and discussion
Energy surfaces and statistical theory based analysis

Field reported that the reaction between (DEPE)2Fe(CH3)(H)
and ethylene aer ∼6 hours at −28 °C results in a 95 : 5 kinetic
mixture of the C–H insertion product (DEPE)2Fe(H)(C2H3) I to
© 2023 The Author(s). Published by the Royal Society of Chemistry
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Fig. 1 (a) Outline of the spin crossover reaction for reductive elimi-
nation of methane from (DEPE)2Fe(CH3)(H) followed by reaction of
triplet spin intermediate (DEPE)2Fe with ethylene leading to a kinetic
product mixture of singlet (DEPE)2Fe(H)(C2H3) I and singlet (DEPE)2-
Fe(h2-C2H4) II. (b) Outline of a statistical-based selectivity model
involving transition state or MECP kinetic bottlenecks. In this model the
relative energies of the MECPs and/or transition states from the
common intermediate determine selectivity. (c) Conceptual depiction
of the overlay of singlet and triplet spin energy surfaces for reactive
collision between the bisphosphine Fe complex intermediate and
ethylene. Dynamics trajectories are represented by white dotted
arrows.
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the p-coordination product Fe(DMPE)2(h
2-ethylene) II. When

the temperature was increased to 25 °C I isomerized to II and it
remained the only product. This indicates that the vinyl inser-
tion product I is the kinetic product and the h2-ethylene
complex II is the thermodynamic product. As mentioned in the
Introduction, this is a unique example where the p-coordina-
tion structure II is thermodynamically more stable and does not
convert to the Fe-vinyl hydride I. This implies that in this
reaction, and perhaps in other related reactions, p-coordination
is not required to activate/cleave sp2 C–H bonds.

Using unrestricted M06-L/Def2-TZVP//M06-L/6-31G**
[LANL2DZ for Fe] (Gaussian 16)17–20 we extensively explored the
singlet and triplet spin state potential-energy surfaces with the
ligand only slightly modied to be DMPE (1,2-bis(dimethyl-
phosphino)ethane). The M06-L functional was selected because
it provides accurate geometries and relative energies of spin
states for rst-row transition metals, especially Fe.21,22 Calcula-
tions included the implicit solvent model for mesitylene.23 As
© 2023 The Author(s). Published by the Royal Society of Chemistry
anticipated, (DMPE)2Fe has a ground triplet spin state with the
unrestricted, open-shell singlet 10.0 kcal mol−1 higher in energy
(singlet has hS2i = 1.0) on the electronic energy surface. Using
our MECPro program,24 we located the singlet-triplet MECP for
(DMPE)2Fe (MECP1), which has an energy of 11.2 kcal mol−1

relative to the triplet structure. Importantly, the Fe-solvent
structure (DMPE)2Fe(mesitylene) is endergonic by
1.7 kcal mol−1 relative to separated (DMPE)2Fe and mesitylene
(see ESI†) and therefore, if the transient Fe-solvent intermediate
is formed, it would be in equilibrium with the coordinatively
unsaturated intermediate (DMPE)2Fe and unlikely to signi-
cantly affect the reaction with ethylene.

On the singlet spin state surface (Fig. 2, black surface), there
is a s-CH coordination structure INT 2 that is stabilized by
−3.9 kcal mol−1 relative to separated triplet (DMPE)2Fe and
ethylene. This weak coordination intermediate leads to the C–H
insertion transition state TS 1 that results in the cis Fe-vinyl
hydride product (DMPE)2Fe(H)(C2H3) I. Manual displacement
of the TS 1 negative vibrational mode followed by optimization
provided assignment of TS 1 to connect intermediate INT 2 and
product I. The C–H activation/hydrogen atom transfer transi-
tion state for reaction with trans-(DMPE)2Fe and ethylene is
nearly 30 kcal mol−1 and not viable (see ESI†). This means that
the equilibrium between cis and trans I occurs aer kinetic
formation of cis I. Consistent with experiment, the energy
difference between cis and trans I is only 0.5 kcal mol−1 (see
ESI†). No potential energy barrier was found for forming
(DMPE)2Fe(h

2-C2H4) II starting from the cis-bisphosphine Fe
complex (see ESI† for potential-energy scans). No stable p-
coordination structure was found between the trans-bisphos-
phine Fe complex and ethylene. The p-coordination energy of
ethylene is −33.9 kcal mol−1 relative to triplet (DMPE)2Fe and
ethylene. Our calculations conrm that II is thermodynamically
15.8 kcal mol−1 more stable than I.

On the triplet surface (Fig. 2, blue surface) we located cor-
responding structures to those shown on the singlet surface. As
expected, the triplet spin structures are much less stabilized
and exhibit less coordination between the Fe metal center and
the bisphosphine ligand to weaken the ligand eld. For
example, the triplet I′ and II′ complexes show elongated Fe–P
bonds, and the triplet p-complex INT 3′ has signicantly longer
coordination lengths. Fig. 3 displays 3D structures of the key
stationary points and MECPs. Location of the p-coordination
transition state, TS 2′, on the triplet surface indicates that this
transition-state structure does not exist on the singlet surface
due to the muchmore reactive singlet (DMPE)2Fe structure. The
barrier for C–H bond cleavage on the triplet surface is
>30 kcal mol−1 and is not competitive with the barrier for
singlet spin C–H insertion.

Because the coordinatively unsaturated cis-(DMPE)2Fe
complex has a triplet spin state and the insertion and p-coor-
dination products have singlet spin states, there is the possi-
bility of spin crossover resulting from collision with ethylene.
Therefore, we extensively examined possible MECPs with
ethylene in or near the coordination sphere of the Fe center.
Fig. 2 shows the locations of MECP2 and MECP3. MECP2 with
an energy of 5.9 kcal mol−1 connects the singlet and triplet
Chem. Sci., 2023, 14, 9400–9408 | 9401



Fig. 2 M06-L potential energy landscapes for reaction between (DMPE)2Fe and ethylene. Black numbers and lines represent unrestricted singlet
spin-state energies. Blue numbers and lines represent unrestricted triplet spin-state energies. Orange dots give MECP energies. Energies are
reported in kcal mol−1 (R = Me).
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energy surfaces for the s-CH coordination structure INT 2′ and
would precede TS 1 for C–H bond cleavage. MECP3 has
a structure that likely provides singlet-triplet surface crossover
for p-coordination to II.

The compilation of the singlet surface, the triplet surface,
and the MECPs provides the possibility to estimate vinyl C–H
insertion versus p-coordination selectivity using a statistical
transition-state theory type approach. As described in the
Fig. 3 3D depiction of M06-L optimized geometries for reaction betwee

9402 | Chem. Sci., 2023, 14, 9400–9408
Introduction, the slow step in the C–H insertion and/or p-
coordination pathways can either be potential energy surface
transition-state structures or MECP structures. Fig. 2 indicates
that the lowest energy route to the C–H insertion product I
involves rst formation of the triplet p-complex INT 3′ that is in
equilibrium with the triplet s-complex INT 2′. From INT 2′, spin
crossover occurs through MECP2 to generate the singlet s-
complex INT 2 and then TS 1 results in C–H insertion and the
n (DMPE)2Fe and ethylene with key bond/coordination distances (in Å).

© 2023 The Author(s). Published by the Royal Society of Chemistry
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Fe-vinyl hydride product I. In this series of reaction steps,
MECP2 with an effective bottleneck barrier of 12.0 kcal mol−1

relative to triplet INT 2′ would govern the rate of C–H insertion.
For formation of the p-complex product II, the lowest energy
route involves triplet intermediate INT 3′ followed by triplet TS
2′ and thenMECP3. In this series of reaction steps the triplet TS
2′ structure governs the rate of forming the p-complex product
II and has an energy of only 5.4 kcal mol−1 relative to triplet Int
3′. From a statistical point of view, assuming Curtin–Hammett-
type equilibrium of weak coordination structures triplet INT 2′

and triplet Int 3′, the energy difference that controls pathway
selectivity is the energy to achieveMECP2 for C–H insertion and
the energy to achieve the triplet TS 2′ for p-coordination. This
energy difference is 7.0 kcal mol−1, and importantly, massively
favors forming the p-complex II, which is opposite to the
experimental 95 : 5 ratio favoring vinyl C–H bond insertion.

Quantitative disagreement with experiment could perhaps
be expected given that MECPs only represent an estimate for
crossover between singlet and triplet surfaces. Therefore, we
estimated the spin–orbit coupling value for MECP2 using
CASPT2(18,11)/ANO-RCC-MB (see ESI†) coupling the lowest
energy singlet and triplet states. The energy gap between the
singlet and triplet spin states using CASPT2 was calculated to be
2.5 kcal mol−1. Estimation of the spin–orbit coupling value
indicates that the energy of MECP2 would be lowered less than
0.5 kcal mol−1 compared to the energy without inclusion of
spin–orbit coupling and this does not change the general
interpretation of the energy landscapes shown in Fig. 3. Addi-
tionally, we also used variational transition state theory (with
Polyrate)25 to re-optimize TS 2′. This variational triplet structure
has bond distances that are slightly different than TS 2′, but the
energy is nearly identical. Therefore, this statistical selectivity-
based analysis using the singlet and triplet energy surfaces
neither provides quantitative nor qualitative agreement with
the experimental selectivity.
Dynamics trajectory analysis of reaction pathway selectivity

Because of the disagreement between the energy landscape/
statistical analysis and the experimental product ratio, we
speculated that the weak s-coordination and p-coordination
intermediates (INT 2, INT 2′, and Int 3′) are likely nonstatistical
intermediates, which means there is a lack of signicant
intermolecular vibrational energy redistribution (IVR) and that
these intermediates would either have a very short lifetime or be
completely skipped. Moreover, we also speculated that the
shapes of the combined singlet and triplet energy surfaces,
especially the relatively at surfaces in the vicinity of the reac-
tive unsaturated triplet and singlet (DMPE)2Fe complex, would
provide wandering non-IRC motion during reactive collisions.
To test these hypotheses, we performed direct dynamics simu-
lations that can directly account for atomic motion during
reactions and identify nonstatistical effects, such as the lack of
IVR and non-IRC motion.

Nonstatistical intermediates and non-IRC26 reaction path-
ways are now relatively established for some organic
reactions.27–36 However, these types of scenarios are now
© 2023 The Author(s). Published by the Royal Society of Chemistry
emerging in organometallic reactions.37 Most germane, we
recently showed that dynamics trajectories were necessary to
model the selectivity for the reaction between Cp(PMe3)2Re and
ethylene that results in a mixture of Re-vinyl hydride and
Cp(PMe3)2Re(h

2-ethylene) products.38 In this case, trajectories
showed that the s-CH-coordination structure is likely
a nonstatistical intermediate and that there are direct pathways
for forming the Re-vinyl hydride without s-coordination or p-
coordination. Importantly, the Cp(PMe3)2Re structure and all
other structures have a low-spin singlet energy surface. There-
fore, a major challenge to address for trajectories involving
reactive collision of (DMPE)2Fe with ethylene is the possibility
of spin crossover between singlet and triplet spin states.

There are multiple approaches for performing dynamics
trajectories that incorporate multiple electronic spin states.
Perhaps the most well-known approach is Tully's fewest
switches algorithm that provides diabatic surface hopping.39,40

However, this approach is generally available for hopping
between singlet and triplet spin states for photodynamic
frameworks. Alternatively, there is the possibility to use an
approach based on an adiabatic type of energy surface created
through a mixture of spins. Truhlar recently showed that
a mixed spin model that incorporates surface coupling provides
an approach to obtain energies, forces, and force constants of
structures. Therefore, we implemented this mixed spin model
into our quasiclassical direct dynamics program Milo.41,42 This
enabled us to execute dynamics trajectories on only singlet and
only triplet energy surfaces as well as dynamics trajectories
using a mixed spin state surface. Quasiclassical trajectories
were initialized by creating a vibrationally-averaged velocity
distribution based on normal mode sampling at the experi-
mental temperature of −28 °C, which includes zero-point
energy. For transition-state structures, the imaginary
frequency was assigned a specic direction to progress and
sampled as a positive 10 cm−1 normal mode. Each trajectory
was propagated using a Verlet integration algorithm with a 0.75
femtosecond (fs) time step. At each step, energies and forces
were calculated using UM06-L/6-31G**[LANL2DZ for Fe].
Trajectories were propagated for ∼500–1000 fs.

Starting 50 quasiclassical trajectories from TS 1 with
motion in the forwards direction (towards products) on the
singlet surface showed only the formation of (DMPE)2-
Fe(H)(C2H3) I. Formation of this product occurred in less than
50 fs. Trajectories starting from TS 1 in the reverse (away from
products) direction showed initial motion towards the singlet
s-coordination structure INT 2 but then quickly reverted to the
forwards direction in a paddle ball type motion43 and like the
forward direction trajectories only resulted in formation of I
(see ESI†).

Importantly, these reverse trajectories indicate that the s-
coordination structure INT 2 is likely a nonstatistical interme-
diate without a signicant lifetime, despite being a fully opti-
mized potential-energy structure. This nonstatistical
description is also consistent with INT 2 having a very shallow
potential-energy well and energy almost identical to TS 1. This
implies that reactive collision trajectories started before the s-
coordination structure will likely breeze through this structure
Chem. Sci., 2023, 14, 9400–9408 | 9403
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with direct formation of (DMPE)2Fe(H)(C2H3) I. Additionally,
this also indicates that the pathway selectivity for C–H insertion
versus p-coordination likely occurs before C–H bond s-coordi-
nation with the Fe metal center. This prompted us to examine
trajectories starting at MECP2, which occurs before the s-
coordination structure INT 2 (see Fig. 2).

MECP2 has ∼0.6 Å longer distance between the ethylene and
the Femetal center compared to structure INT 2. We propagated
130 trajectories on the singlet spin state surface in the forward
direction starting from MECP2. Fig. 4a plots these 130 trajec-
tories as the breaking C–H bond length (in the forward direc-
tion) in Å versus time. When the distance between the distal
carbon on ethylene to the Fe center was less than 2.5 Å the
trajectory was classied as ending at product II. When the
distance was close to 3.3 Å then the trajectory was classied as
product I. This plot shows that within 50 fs nearly all trajectories
have fully broken the C–H bond and generated I. One of the
trajectories recrossed and ended forming II. Fig. 4b maps the
motion of the 113 reverse direction trajectories by plotting the
distance from the distal carbon on ethylene to the Fe center
versus time. Again, these trajectories propagated on the singlet
Fig. 4 (a) Plot of Fe–ethylene distance (Å) versus time (fs) for singlet surf
ethylene distance (Å) versus time (fs) for reverse direction trajectories sta
distal carbon on ethylene to Fe. If the distance between the distal carbon
this distancewas in the vicinity of 3.3 Å it was classified as product I. Trajec
plotted in burgundy end at the p-coordination structure II. Note that the
representative C–H insertion and p-coordination trajectories initiated fr

9404 | Chem. Sci., 2023, 14, 9400–9408
surface in the reverse direction resulted in initial dissociation of
ethylene followed by rebounding back to collide with the Fe
metal center, which is similar motion that occurred in the
reverse trajectories starting from TS 1. However, unlike the
trajectories started from TS 1, there was formation of both
(DMPE)2Fe(H)(C2H3) I and (DMPE)2Fe(h

2-C2H4) II structures in
this case. The teal-colored trajectories in Fig. 4b end at product I
and the burgundy-colored trajectories end at II. Surprisingly,
and likely quantitatively fortuitous, the ratio of I : II trajectories
(108 : 5) is close to the experimental ratio measured by Field. We
also initiated and propagated 20 singlet-triplet mixed spin state
trajectories starting at MECP2. During these trajectories ener-
gies and forces are calculated bymixing unrestricted singlet and
unrestricted triplet spin states. This provides effective spin
crossover if the system changes from a conguration domi-
nated by the triplet spin state to a conguration dominated by
the singlet spin state. See the ESI† for further details. The
dynamic motion of these mixed spin trajectories was nearly
identical to the singlet spin trajectories. However, whenever the
triplet spin state dominated the electronic conguration, there
was only repulsion between ethylene and Fe center. This triplet
ace forward direction trajectories starting from MECP2. (b) Plot of Fe–
rting from MECP2. The Fe–ethylene distance was measured from the
and Fe was <2.5 Å the trajectory was classified as forming product II. If
tories plotted in teal color end at the insertion product I and trajectories
y-axis in part b has a slightly different scale than part a. (c) Snapshots of
om MECP2.

© 2023 The Author(s). Published by the Royal Society of Chemistry
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surface repulsion was conrmed with 20 trajectories started
from MECP2 and propagated only on the triplet surface.

We also examined 20 trajectories starting from MECP3, and
as expected, all singlet spin state trajectories in the forward
direction led to the (DMPE)2Fe(h

2-C2H4) II structure in about 10
fs. Reverse trajectories resulted in a loosely coordinated struc-
ture for only about 5–10 fs followed by return to the metal center
to exclusively form structure II. No C–H insertion was found
from these trajectories. Mixed spin state trajectories starting at
MECP3 resulted in the formation of II for both propagation in
the forwards and backwards directions because this crossing
point occurs aer transition state on the triplet surface (see
Fig. 2).

Because of the reaction pathway branching that occurred in
the reverse and rebound trajectories starting at MECP2 we
decided to sample the reaction landscape using metadynamics
simulations, which provided alternative starting points for
reactive collision trajectories. Specically, the metadynamics
simulations provided a straightforward way of identifying
starting structures before MECP2. Metadynamics simulations
were performed using GTH-PBE44/DZVP-MOLOPT-SR-GTH45 in
CP2K 7.1.46 Fig. 5a shows the singlet spin state metadynamics
simulation energy surface that connects structures I to II using
collective variables (CVs) that describe both C–H bond
formation/cleavage and ethylene coordination/dissociation (see
ESI† for CV descriptions). Fig. 5b shows structures A, B, and C
Fig. 5 (a) 3D plot of PBEmetadynamics singlet spin state surface. Collect
the Fe–H distance. (b) 3-dimensional representations of structures A, B,

© 2023 The Author(s). Published by the Royal Society of Chemistry
that correspond to metadynamics structures with Fe–C
distances of 2.5, 2.7, and 2.9 Å. Because the metadynamics
simulations served only to identify general structures before
MECP2, structures A, B, and C were then constrained with their
CV values and then reoptimized with UM06-L/6-31G**
[LANL2DZ] in preparation for trajectories. Structures A and B
have a slightly lower singlet energy while structure C has
a slightly lower triplet energy.

Because structure C has a lower energy triplet spin state, we
launched mixed spin state trajectories with the expectation that
reactive collisions would occur with crossover from a triplet
spin dominated structure to a singlet spin dominated structure.
However, the mixed spin state trajectories resulted in repulsive
collision between ethylene and the Fe metal center and no
formation of either I or II. Additionally, none of these mixed
spin state trajectories showed a signicant increase in singlet
spin-state character. The trajectories remained dominated by
the triplet spin conguration, and aer the collision, there was
repulsion between ethylene and (DMPE)2Fe, which would be
anticipated by inspection of the triplet surface that is overall
repulsive. In retrospect the results of the trajectories starting
from structure C are perhaps not surprising since the MECPs
are several kcal mol−1 higher in energy. This scenario is akin to
trajectories starting at reactant-like structures with reactant
energy, which has low probability of overcoming a barrier. To
test this theory, we started trajectories from C with up to
ive variable 1 (x-axis) is the C–H distance. Collective variable 2 (y-axis) is
and C after constrained optimization of CV with UM06-L.

Chem. Sci., 2023, 14, 9400–9408 | 9405
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20 kcal mol−1 of additional center of mass translational velocity
for ethylene, which would provide enough energy to overcome
the MECP bottleneck. Indeed, in these 10 mixed spin state
trajectories (see ESI†) with extra translational energy there was
crossover from a triplet spin dominated structure to a singlet
spin dominated structure, but surprisingly there was only
formation of the p-coordination structure II. This suggests that
in these trajectories C–H insertion did not occur because the
additionally translational energy induced ultrafast collision
between ethylene and the Fe center before the added energy
could redistribute to the C–H vibrational modes, which is
required for C–H bond cleavage.

In contrast to starting at structure C, the mixed spin state
trajectories started from structures A and B showed formation
of I and II, but only from trajectories that were generally had
a singlet ground state. This provided the impetus to perform
Fig. 6 (a) Plot of adiabatic singlet spin state trajectories beginning at
structure A and moving in the direction towards forming product. Teal
lines represent trajectories that end at product I. Burgundy lines
represent trajectories that end at product II. The vertical axis is the
distal carbon on ethylene to Fe distance and the horizontal axis is
trajectory time (fs). (b) Plot of adiabatic singlet spin state trajectories
beginning at structure B and moving in the direction towards forming
product. Teal lines represent trajectories that end at product I.
Burgundy lines represent trajectories that end at product II. The
vertical axis is the distal carbon on ethylene to Fe distance and the
horizontal axis is trajectory time (fs). If the distance between the distal
carbon and Fe was <2.5 Å the trajectory was classified as forming
product II. If this distance was in the vicinity of 3.3 Å it was classified as
product I.

9406 | Chem. Sci., 2023, 14, 9400–9408
adiabatic singlet spin state surface dynamics for the remainder
of the trajectories. Fig. 6a plots 91 singlet spin state reactive
collision trajectories sampled and propagated starting from
structure A. The teal lines represent trajectories that ended in
product I and the burgundy lines represent trajectories that
ended at product II. In this set of trajectories, there was a nearly
69 : 22 ratio of I : II (Fig. 6a). Fig. 6b plots 100 singlet spin state
reactive collision trajectories sampled and propagated starting
from structure B. Again, the teal lines represent trajectories that
ended in product I and the burgundy lines represent trajectories
that ended at product II. For the B set of trajectories there was
a nearly 77 : 23 ratio for forming I : II.

Inspection of the plotted trajectories in Fig. 6 reveals that I
and II are generally formed in 100–200 fs from the start of the
trajectory, although there are few trajectories that lag up to
about 400 fs to form a product. This relatively short time
between the start of the trajectory and product formation
conrms that the weak s-complex INT 2 should probably best
be viewed as a nonstatistical intermediate with a very shallow
energy well that is likely skipped or bypassed in most trajecto-
ries. This viewpoint is consistent with the metadynamics
generated energy landscape that shows a relatively at energy
surface when ethylene only weakly interacts with the Fe metal
center and suggests that the initial collisional orientation
between ethylene and (DMPE)2Fe determines the reaction
pathway. On the singlet energy surface (and the mixed spin
surface) the pathway towards the insertion product I is probably
best viewed as the dynamically direct pathway while the p-
coordination product is the off-pathway (non-IRC type) product,
which is illustrated by the dotted trajectory arrows in Fig. 5a.
This preference occurs regardless of the starting ethylene
position and is surprising because the Fe-vinyl hydride product
is thermodynamically less stable than the p-coordination
product. However, it is important to realize that entry into thep-
coordination pathway is more restricted since it is only favor-
able when the Fe d-orbitals (occupied and vacant) are properly
aligned with the ethylene p and p* orbitals.47 This restriction
will naturally provide kinetic selectivity in a reaction where
dynamic nonstatistical motion controls selectivity.
Conclusions

DFT optimized singlet and triplet spin state energy landscapes
with transition-state structures and MECP structures provides
an incorrect interpretation of pathway selectivity for the spin
crossover reaction between ethylene and (DMPE)2Fe. Using
both single spin state and mixed singlet/triplet spin state qua-
siclassical DFT-based direct dynamics trajectories we showed
that there are direct dynamic pathways leading to both the vinyl
insertion product (DMPE)2Fe(H)(C2H3) I and II with an inherent
preference for I. The trajectory results are qualitatively and
quantitatively consistent with the experimental kinetic ratio of
products. Overall, this work demonstrates the need to consider
evaluating dynamics trajectories in spin crossover reactions to
determine the origin of reaction pathway selectivity, especially
for highly reactive, coordinatively unsaturated metal complexes.
© 2023 The Author(s). Published by the Royal Society of Chemistry
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